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• How can we foster it?
• How can we manage it?
3 people  you would call a genius?





















































• G.A.M. Theory (Therivel, 1998)
• Creativity and cognitive styles
• Stage theory of Creativity (Wallas 1926)
• Creativity and mental illness….
The GAM Theory of Creativity
Therivel 1998
• Are people born or made creative?
• G - Genes
• A - Assistance in youth




• Processing of information
• Psychometric testing:









Creativity and mental illness
• Creative = genius?
• Creative = neurotic?
• Dark side of genius
• Depression, paranoia and other qualities
“Great actions never spring from healthy, 

















• Why useful to know?
• Relevance to organisations?
• Managing creative types…
• Fostering genius 
• Intense curiosity - high on O (Tolstoy’s bicycle)
• High need for autonomy, control
• Confident
• Non-conformist, rebels, rule-breakers
• Multi-talented, single minded
• High discipline but low Conscientiousness - ?
• Mentally focussed















• Neo - 5 test
• MBTI





• Professional Development 











(King & Anderson, 1995)
“Self confidence is the first great 
requisite to great undertakings”
Alexander Pope
Are you a genius?
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